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PorphyrinMembrane interactions of porphyrinic photosensitizers (PSs) are known to play a crucial role for PS
efﬁciency in photodynamic therapy (PDT). In the current paper, the interactions between 15 different
porphyrinic PSs with various hydrophilic/lipophilic properties and phospholipid bilayers were probed by
NMR spectroscopy. Unilamellar vesicles consisting of dioleoyl-phosphatidyl-choline (DOPC) were used as
membrane models. PS-membrane interactions were deduced from analysis of the main DOPC 1H-NMR
resonances (choline and lipid chain signals). Initial membrane adsorption of the PSs was indicated by
induced changes to the DOPC choline signal, i.e. a split into inner and outer choline peaks. Based on this
parameter, the PSs could be classiﬁed into two groups, Type-A PSs causing a split and the Type-B PSs causing
no split. A further classiﬁcation into two subgroups each, A1, A2 and B1, B2 was based on the observed time-
dependent changes of the main DOPC NMR signals following initial PS adsorption. Four different time-
correlated patterns were found indicating different levels and rates of PS penetration into the hydrophobic
membrane interior. The type of interaction was mainly affected by the amphiphilicity and the overall
lipophilicity of the applied PS structures. In conclusion, the NMR data provided valuable structural and
dynamic insights into the PS-membrane interactions which allow deriving the structural constraints for high
membrane afﬁnity and high membrane penetration of a given PS.ynamic therapy; PCI, photo-
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Photosensitizers (PSs) are a class of compounds which performs an
important role inphotodynamic therapy(PDT). PDT is awidely accepted
method for treatment of several diseases (mainly different types of
cancer), and is used in medical ﬁelds like oncology and dermatology
[1,2]. The mechanism behind this method is the photochemical
reaction of the PS with oxygen which leads to the formation of highly
oxidative species (mainly singlet oxygen, 1O2) which trigger a
sequence of oxidation reactions ﬁnally reaching cell death. This
treatment is highly selective, because the tissue damage is achieved
only if three components (PS, oxygen and light) are combined [3,4].More recently, PSs are also used in photochemical internalization
(PCI), in combination with “normal” drugs. PCI is a new approach
based on the release of active molecules from endocytosed vesicles
after photodynamic break-down of the irradiated vesicle [5]. Lately it
has been reported that PCI improves the biological activity of several
active macromolecules [6].
An ideal PS should have several features [7]: minimal dark toxicity,
preferential uptake and/or retention by tissues of interest, high
quantum yield for the generation of singlet oxygen (1O2), strong
absorbance with a high extinction coefﬁcient in the 600–900 nm
rangewhere penetration of light into tissue is optimal, rapid excretion
leading to low systemic toxicity, low aggregation tendency and
chemical properties conducive to efﬁcient drug administration.
Chemical research continues to search novel PSs with improved
combinations of chemical, photophysical and biological properties. Up
to now, hundreds of different PSs are known [8]. Except for the
common porphyrin or chlorin skeleton-based core, PSs can have
different chemical structures. Important differences are the presence
(or absence) of a metal ion [9], the presence of polar or unpolar lateral
substituents [10] and the presence of anionic or cationic lateral side
chains [11]. PS properties like solubility, aggregation tendencies and
singlet oxygen yield are strictly related to the chemical structure.
Therefore, there is currently great ongoing interest in understanding
which molecular design of a PS is favorable for PCI and PDT [12]. In
particular, it has been demonstrated that PSs with amphiphilic
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functional genes complexed to polylysine [13]. Amphiphilic PSs were
localized mainly in the membrane of the endocytic vesicles, while
ionic PSs remained mainly in the matrix and therefore were found to
be less active toward membrane damage. Another study [14] has
revealed that when incorporated in liposomes, apolar PSs showed
better efﬁcacy in terms of lipid peroxidation than the amphiphilic
ones. On the other hand, the photoinduced permeation (process that
takes place in PCI) of the same liposomes was higher when
amphiphilic PSs were involved. These results demonstrate that
amphiphilicity seems to be an important characteristic that a PS
suitable for PCI should have. In a different work the in vitro effects of a
series of dihydroxychlorins with different degree of amphiphilicity
have been studied [15]. The aim of this studywas to better understand
the inﬂuence of amphiphilicity on intracellular uptake, subcellular
localization and photosensitizing activity of some PSs. The results
have shown that an increased amphiphilicity of the sensitizer
molecules is correlated with an increased sensitizer uptake and an
increased PDT efﬁciency.
Besides the chemical structure of the PSs, there is currently also
great interest in the development of efﬁcient and speciﬁc carrier
delivery platforms for PDT [16] as, for example, PS-polymer
conjugates [17] and PS-fullerene adducts [18].
Processes involved in PDT comprise several steps: ﬁrst, the PS is
injected into the blood stream, second, the PS binds to the blood
vessel wall, and third, the PS penetrates the wall and diffuses into the
extracellular medium of the tissue and ﬁnally penetrates into the
tumor cells and locates in organelles. Owing to these processes,
conditions like pH and potential protein-binding can vary a lot [19].
Considering also that different PSs have different pharmaco-kinetic
and distribution properties, it is easy to understand that there are so
many variables involved in the complete process that ﬁnding a perfect
PS is quite a complex aim [20]. Because of that, effective photo-
sensitizers are often discovered by “trial and error” procedures. As the
cellular response to PDT is strictly related to the subcellular localization
of the PS, and as the vesicle membrane distribution of PSs is a key step
in PCI, the behavior of PSs towards the membrane is currently a very
attractive research topic [21]. Despite numerous publications around
this topic, there is still no clear knowledge of all the mechanisms
involved. Therefore, there is great ongoing interest in understanding
the factors modulating the interactions between photosensitizers and
membranes, and several studies in this ﬁeld have been carried out,
mainly involving ﬂuorescence spectroscopy [22].
We previously demonstrated that NMR can be an efﬁcient method
to understand certain processes involved in the interactions between
PSs and model membranes [23,24]. Up to now several NMR studies by
other groups have been applied to study the transport and the
dynamics of various non-porphyrinic compounds across lipid bilayer
membranes [25–27].
In this work we studied the interaction between a series of
commercially available PSs and model membranes probed by NMR
spectroscopy. The main aim was to ﬁnd correlations between
molecular structure of the PS and its interactions with membranes.
As membrane models, unilamellar vesicles consisting of dioleoyl-
phosphatidyl-choline (DOPC) were used. Several chlorin and por-
phyrin skeleton-based PSs having different chemical properties were
employed (Fig. 1):
Chlorin e6 (CE (1)), RhodinG7 (RG7 (2)), Chlorin e6monoethylene
diamine monoamide (CEMED (3)), Mesochlorin e6 monoethylene
diamine amide (m-CEMED (4)), Mono-L-Aspartyl-Chlorin e6 (MACE
(5)), Arginine amide of chlorin e6 (Arg-CE (6)), Monotyrosine amide
of chlorin e6 (Tyr-CE (7)), Hematoporphyrin IX (HPIX (8)), Deutero-
porphyrin IX 2,4-disulfonic acid dimethyl ester (DPIX-DSME (9)),
Coproporphyrin III (CPIII (10)), Deuteroporphyrin IX 2,4-disulfonic
acid (DPIX-DS (11)), 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis-(4-carboxyphenyl)-21,23H-
porphyrin (TCPhP (12)), 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis(4-sulfonatophenyl)-21,23H-porphyrin (TSPhP (13)), 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis-(N-methyl-4-
pyridyl)-21,23H-porphyrin (TMPyP (14)) and 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis-
(3-hydroxyphenyl)-21,23H-porphyrin (THPhP (15)).
Analysis of the 1H-NMR phospholipid (PL)-vesicle resonances
permits to understand the membrane afﬁnity and localization of the
PS, and is a useful tool to obtain an approximate model of the diffusion
of PSs within the bilayer.
The method takes advantage of the PS ring current effect inducing
major shift changes to the 1H-NMR signals of PL-molecules in spatial
proximity. This shifting effect is – within certain limits – proportional
to the amount of PS close to the PLmolecules. Analyzing these induced
chemical shift changes enables to obtain approximate information on
the adsorption, the time-dependent movement and on the penetra-
tion of PSs into the lipid bilayer.
In this paper, we propose a classiﬁcation of the investigated PSs
with respect to their interactions with model membranes. Two main
groups (called Model-A and Model-B) can be deﬁned based on the
initial and fast adsorption of the PS to the outer membrane layer.
Each group can be subsequently divided into two further sub-groups
(called Model-A1, Model-A2, Model-B1, Model-B2) based on the
slower diffusion of the PS into and within the two membrane layers.
A correlation between PS structure and type of membrane interaction
is suggested.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
18:1 PC (cis) 1, 2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC)
was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids Inc. Deuteroporphyrin IX 2,4-
disulfonic acid dihydrochloride (DPIX-DS), Coproporphyrin III dihy-
drochloride (CPIII), Chlorin e6 (CE), Mono-L-Aspartyl-Chlorin e6
tetrasodium salt (MACE, Npe6), Rhodin G7 sodium salt (RG7),
Hematoporphyrin IX dihydrochloride (HPIX), Deuteroporphyrin IX
2,4-disulfonic acid dimethyl ester disodium salt (DPIX-DSME), Mono-
tyrosine amide of chlorin e6 trisodium salt (Tyr-CE), Arginine amide of
chlorin e6 trisodium salt (Arg-CE), Chlorin e6 monoethylene diamine
monoamide disodium salt (CEMED) andMesochlorin e6monoethylene
diamineamidedisodiumsalt (m-CEMED)werepurchased fromFrontier
Scientiﬁc. 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis-(3-hydroxyphenyl)-21,23H-porphyrin
(THPhP), 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis-(4-carboxyphenyl)-21,23H-porphyrin
(TCPhP), 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis(4-sulfonatophenyl)-21,23H-porphyrin
(TSPhP) and 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis-(N-methyl-4-pyridyl)-21,23H-por-
phyrin tetratosylate were purchased from Porphyrin Systems GbR. The
4 tosylate counterions in 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis-(N-methyl-4-pyridyl)-
21,23H-porphyrin tetratosylate were replaced by chloride ions using
an ionic exchange resin in order to obtain 5,10,15,20-Tetrakis-(N-
methyl-4-pyridyl)-21,23H-porphyrin tetrachloride (TMPyP). MeOH,
CH2Cl2 and CHCl3 were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Deuterated
water (D2O, D 99.9%) and DMSO-d6 were obtained from Cambridge
Isotopes Laboratories, Inc. Trimethyl-silyl-3-propionic acid-d4 sodium
salt (TMSP-d4, D 98%), obtained from Euriso-Top, was used as internal
1H-NMR reference. All chemicals and solvents were used without
further puriﬁcation. PS stock solutions were freshly prepared in DMSO-
d6 at a concentration of 15 mM. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
solution of pH-values of 6.9was prepared bymixingdifferent aliquots of
50 mM solutions of KH2PO4 and Na2HPO4 (both Sigma-Aldrich) in D2O
containing 0.9% NaCl.
2.2. Solubility of selected PS compounds
The water solubility of the applied PS for our study was quite
heterogeneous: some were water soluble, others were water soluble
after the formation of the salt and some were water insoluble.
Therefore, we decided to prepare all PS stock solutions in DMSO (good
solvent for all PSs) to keep the experimental conditions constant. A
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Fig. 1. Chemical structures of the investigated compounds.
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using both, a DMSO and a water stock solution, conﬁrming that the
small amount of DMSO added to the vesicle solutions does not affect
the results. Moreover, DMSO is a well known delivery mode usually
applied with in vitro studies to several water insoluble PSs [28].
2.3. Vesicle preparation
Unilamellar DOPC vesicle (50–60 nm in diameter) solutions
(10 mM DOPC) in PBS at pH 6.9 were prepared by the extrusion
method as previously described [23]. A slightly acidic pH was used
as the extracellular pH in tumors is typically in the range of 6.5–6.9
[29].
2.4. Vesicle loading with PSs
480 μl of 10 mM DOPC-solution in PBS were transferred to 5 mm
NMR tubes (Wilmad) and aliquots of PS stock solutions were added
and mixed in the NMR tube to yield the desired molar ratio of PS/
DOPC (8 μl for 0.025 molar ratio, and 32 μl for 0.1 molar ratio). Prior to
each series of NMR measurements the pH of each sample was
measured directly in the NMR tube using a pH-electrode designed for
NMR tubes (Spintrode 180×3 mm, Hamilton). The time between
mixing of the PS stock solution with DOPC vesicles and the ﬁrst NMR
acquisition (“dead time”) was about 8 minutes due to severalpreparation steps (e.g. pH measurement, matching and tuning of
the NMR probe, locking-, and shimming procedure). Stability of these
PS-vesicle systems during the course of the experiments has been
previously evaluated by NMR and DLS measurements [23].
To obtain a sample of 10 mM DOPC vesicles preloaded with CE,
deﬁned amounts of DOPC and CE were dissolved in MeOH/CH2Cl2
(1:1). After solvent removal, the DOPC/CE mixture was hydrated with
PBS, vortexed, and then submitted to freeze–thaw cycles and extrusion.
2.5. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
The NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance II
spectrometer operating at a resonance frequency of 500.13 MHz for
1H nuclei. The instrument is equipped with a 5 mm dual probe (BBI)
for inverse detection with a z-gradient coil. All experiments were
carried out at room temperature (298 K).
1H-NMR spectroscopy: For time-dependent 1H-NMR measure-
ments, a coaxial inner tube (WGS-5BL Wilmad) containing 60 μL of
1 mM TMSP in D2O was inserted into each NMR sample tube as
internal reference. The 1H-NMR spectra were recorded using a 1D
NOESY presaturation sequence with spoil gradients for residual water
suppression (“noesygppr1d” from the Bruker pulse-program library).
Typically 16 transients, a spectral width of 7352.9 Hz, a data size of
64 K points, an acquisition time of 4.46 s, and a relaxation delay of 6 s
were used to acquire the 1H-NMR spectra. The co-added free
Fig. 2. Structure and 1H-NMR spectra of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DOPC) vesicles (A), DOPC vesicles after external addition of CE (Type-A PS) (B), DOPC
vesicles after external addition of TSPhP (Type-B PS) (C) and DOPC vesicles preloaded
with CE (D). All spectra were recorded in PBS (D2O, pH 7) at a DOPC concentration of
10 mM and molar ratios of PS/DOPC of 0.1 (B–D).
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broadening factor of 1.0 Hz, Fourier-transformed, and phase corrected
to obtain the 1H-NMR spectra.
2.6. Analysis of time-dependent PS distribution across the bilayer
Time-dependent 1H-NMR spectra of DOPC-vesicle solutions were
recorded after the addition of the PS, in molar ratios of 0.025 and 0.1
(PS/DOPC). The 1H chemical shifts δ(t) of the DOPC inner -N+(CH3),
-(CH2)n-, andω-CH3 signals at time t after mixing were normalized to
their initial values of δ0(t=0) (i.e., the chemical shift measured
directly after mixing):
δn tð Þ = δ tð Þ= δ0 t = 0ð Þ
These δn(t) values were plotted as a function of time for each
compound. To derive the rate constants for PS distribution across the
membrane, a model was chosen for data ﬁtting comprising three
components: two exponentials and one sigmoidal component [24].
The components were included in the ﬁtting function used to
calculate the normalized chemical shift δn(t):
δn tð Þ = A e −t = t1ð Þ + We −t = t2ð Þ
 
+
S1−S2
1 + e t−tsð Þ= ts
+ S2
The ﬁtting was applied simultaneously to all three DOPC resonances
with shared parameters for the time constants (t1, t2, t3 and ts) and the
weighting factor W. The independent parameters (A, S1, and S2)
account for differences in magnitude of temporal chemical shift
changes for all three resonances. In the major part of the cases a
simpliﬁed ﬁtting function was used, using only one or two
components. Fitting procedures were carried out using Origin version
5.0 (Microcal Software, Inc.). The Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm
was applied to minimize the sum of squares. The number of iteration
steps was determined by the convergence criterion.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Overview
3.1.1. Sensors
1H-NMR is a valuable and useful method for the study of the
dynamics involved in a PS-vesicle system. The 1H-NMR spectrum of
DOPCvesicles inPBS is shown inFig. 2A. Themostprominentpeak in the
DOPC spectrum derives from the choline methyl protons, which is a
sharp singlet at 3.27 ppm. InunilamellarDOPCbilayer vesicles, there are
two different cholinemoieties: one belongs to the inner layer, the other
to the outer layer. In the 1H-NMR spectrum of free DOPC vesicles, the
choline resonance at 3.27 ppm is the sum of the outer and inner choline
signals, which have the same linewidth and chemical shift. The other
two peaks of main interest originate from the lipid chain methylene
protons (1.33 ppm) and the terminal ω-methyl group (0.92 ppm). The
induced chemical shift changes and temporal evolution of these
resonances are of particular importance for characterizing the PS-
membrane interaction and allow the investigated PSs to be classiﬁed.
For the ﬁrst level classiﬁcation (Model-A and Model-B) we have
focused on the choline resonance, in particular on the presence/
absence of a split of the choline signal immediately after mixing the PS
and DOPC solutions. The split consists of two clearly resolved singlets,
one slightly upﬁeld shifted (at ~3 ppm) and one not shifted (at
3.27 ppm, as in the free vesicle). The shifted peak can be assigned to
the outer layer of the vesicles, with its choline methyl protons
interacting with the PS. On the other hand, the non-shifted peak can
be assigned to the inner layer, where initially no PS is present
(Fig. 2B). The width of the split is an indication of the amount and
interaction strength of PS bound to the outer layer of the vesicle.The intra-membrane distribution of the PS can be followed by
time-dependent chemical shift changes from their initial (δ0) towards
equilibrium (δe) values. The second level classiﬁcation (Model-A1,
-A2, -B1 and -B2) was based on the following criteria: 1) The temporal
evolution of the chemical shift of the inner and outer choline signals
between t=0 and equilibrium. The magnitude of chemical shift
change is assumed to reﬂect an increase or decrease of PS at or close to
the surface of the outer vesicle layer. 2) The equilibrium chemical shift
values of the threemain peaks originating from the internal part of the
bilayer, i.e. the inner choline group ―N+(CH3)3, the lipid chain
methylene groups―(CH2)n― and the terminal methyl group ω-CH3.
In the course of the diffusion process a general decrease of the
chemical shift of these resonances is detectedwhich is attributed to an
increase of embedded PS in the membrane. This decrease typically
following either a mono- or bi-exponential decay is characterized by
different rate constants and different equilibrium values depending
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assumed to reﬂect the PS proximity and concentration change close to
the corresponding groups. Therefore these changes for the―(CH2)n―
and ω-CH3 resonances measured at equilibrium are a qualitative
measure for the PS amount in the hydrophobic core of the bilayer
system. Correspondingly the equilibrium value for the inner choline
―N+(CH3)3 resonance is a qualitative measure of PS amount close or
at the internal surface of the vesicle.
3.1.2. Structure based PS classiﬁcation
In this work a large group of commercial porphyrin and chlorin
compounds has been studied (Fig. 1). These compounds have been
chosen to cover a large variety of chemical structures showing different
hydrophilic/lipophilic balances. Different allocations and characteris-
tics of hydrophilic and lipophilicmoietieswithin thesemolecules allow
the main principles governing PS uptake by membranes to be
recognized and understood. The PSs used in thiswork can be separated
into two main groups, the asymmetric compounds with hydrophilic
and lipophilic domains (compounds (1)–(9)) and compounds with
polar and non-polar structural elements arranged more or less
symmetrically (compounds (10)–(15)).
The group of asymmetric compounds may be divided into a
subgroup of distinct amphiphilic PSs (compounds that contain two
molecular moieties with pronounced hydrophilic and hydrophobic
character respectively) and a subgroup of less distinct amphiphilic PSs
(compounds with a less pronounced hydrophobic character due to
polar structural elements in the hydrophobic moiety). The ﬁrst
subgroup includes the chlorins CE (1), RG7 (2), CEMED (3) m-CEMED
(4), MACE (5), Arg-CE (6) and Tyr-CE (7), the second subgroup
includes the two porphyrins HPIX (8) and DPIX-DSME (9).
The non-amphiphilic PSs may be divided into a subgroup with
ionizable or ionic hydrophilic moieties, i.e. CPIII (10), DPIX-DS (11),
TCPhP (12), TSPhP (13) and TMPyP (14), and a single compound with
less pronounced hydrophilic moieties, i.e. THPhP (15).
For all types of porphyrins with ionizable structural elements
(carboxylic or sulfonic groups) the hydrophilic character is expected
to be pH dependent.
3.1.3. The membrane and the basic steps of PS-membrane interactions
A buffered small unilamellar vesicle (SUV) solution is composed of
4 different environments (Fig. 3, right): the external aqueous bulk
solution, the outer vesicle layer, the inner layer and the entrapped
aqueous volume. The two membrane layers are purely amphiphilic
with a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic domain. The membrane bilayer
with the distinct hydrophobic inner domain and the two hydrophilic
surfaces exposed to the external and internal aqueous bulk respec-
tively forms in some sense a bi-amphiphilic barrier for penetrating
compounds such as PSs. From an experimental point of view, upon
mixing the PS with the vesicles, two different periods of time should
be taken into account.external
inner 
layer
outer
layer internal
I
II
III
Fig. 3. Left: three equilibrium steps involved in the PS distribution process bThe ﬁrst encompasses the time between PS addition and the ﬁrst
recorded NMR spectrum (see Section 3.2). This period is characterized
by a fast perturbation of the vesicle system due to PS adsorption to the
vesicles outer surface (process I in Fig.3, left) and cannot be analyzed
timely resolved by the NMR method. This adsorption is much faster
than the subsequent intra-membrane distribution process. This fast
adsorptionmechanismwill be characterized as “initial afﬁnity.”While
for some PSs this “initial afﬁnity” is high, it is rather low or not even
present for others.
The second time period starts from the ﬁrst acquired spectrum and
ends at the equilibrium of the PS distribution process (see section 3.3
Second Phase). The second time period can be considered the main
kinetic process. It encompasses the penetration and distribution of the
PS from the outer to the inner membrane layer (process II in Fig.3,
left). The last step (process III in Fig.3, left), the release of the PS into
the inner volume, is neglected here, as has been done in previous
kinetic studies [30], because the vesicle enclosed aqueous volume
constitutes only a small fraction of the total aqueous bulk volume in
diluted vesicle solutions.
The aim of this work is to ﬁnd correlations between the chemical
structure of the various PSs and their interactions with the model
membrane on the basis of the PS classiﬁcation outlined in chapter
3.1.2. A standardized common experimental procedure was applied to
the PSs shown in Fig. 1 in order to compare the corresponding
membrane interactions.
However, the study of this interaction is also affected by PS self-
association in the external aqueous bulk solution. Even at very low
concentration the selected PSs predominately self-associate in water
and form aggregates as could be derived from the 1H-NMR spectra.
These aggregates can be small and water soluble but also very large
leading to precipitation. While in water some 1H-NMR signals are
broadened due to aggregation, in DMSO usually sharp signals are
observed throughout. Hence, it can be assumed that in DMSO PSs are
mainly in monomeric form.
Ideally, PS-membrane interactions are studied with PS existing as
monomers in the external bulk solution. However, spontaneous
formation of supramolecular entities after addition of PS dissolved in
DMSO to aqueous vesicle solutions is likely to occur as competitive
process and complicates this study. This has to be taken into account
when correlating PS structural properties with their membrane
interaction behavior.
3.2. First Phase (I)
3.2.1. Experimental results
All PSs shown in Fig. 1were each added to a solution of 10 mMDOPC
SUV at two different molar ratios: PS/DOPC of 0.025 and 0.1.
Immediately aftermixing, a 1H-NMRspectrumof the vesicle-PSmixture
was recorded and the choline resonance was analyzed. As mentioned
above, while in PS-free DOPC vesicles the choline 1H-NMR signalexternal
inner 
layer
outer
layer
internal
etween the bilayer. Right: model membrane with the 4 environments.
Table 1
Classiﬁcation of PS by initial afﬁnity. For Type-A PSs, the width of the choline 1H-NMR
signal split is given for low and high molar ratio of PS/DOPC. n.a.: not applicable.
PS Type Split [Hz]
Molar ratio PS/DOPC
0.025 0.1
CE (1) A 49 135
RG7 (2) A 27 74
CEMED (3) A 25 88
m-CEMED (4) A 30 102
MACE (5) A 62 141
Arg-CE (6) A 40 126
Tyr-CE (7) A 44 131
HPIX (8) A 22 55
DPIX-DSME (9) A 18 26
CPIII (10) B n.a. n.a.
DPIX-DS (11) B n.a. n.a.
TCPhP (12) B n.a. n.a.
TSPhP (13) B n.a. n.a.
TMPyP (14) B n.a. n.a.
THPhP (15) B n.a. n.a.
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shows two different behaviors. As summarized in Table 1, some PSs
generate a well resolved initial split of the choline signal, indicating
immediate interaction and afﬁnity with the outer membrane surface.
Other PSshowever donot induce any resolved split of the choline signal,
indicating nomeasureable membrane interaction and afﬁnity. The shift
of the outer choline signal is attributed to the ring-current effect of
nearby aromatic porphyrin. Table 1 summarizes the results related to
this ﬁrst phase of the PS-DOPC interactions. In case of a split choline
resonance, the widths of the split (in Hz) observed for low and high PS
concentration (0.025 and 01. PS/DOPC molar ratio) are reported.[ppm]
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Fig. 4. Top: split choline signal at different concentrations of CE (Type-A PS). Bottom: cholinePSs inducing an initial split of the choline signal are classiﬁed as
Model-A and will be called “Type-A PSs”. PSs inducing no initial split
are classiﬁed as Model-B and will be called “Type-B PSs”.
3.2.2. Interactions of the membrane surface with Type-A PSs (Model A)
The high initial membrane afﬁnity of Type-A PSs for the outer
membrane surface, as reﬂected by the initial choline signal split and
the selective slight broadening of one of the choline signals (Fig. 2B),
can most likely be attributed to their asymmetric and amphiphilic
character as outlined in chapter 3.1.2. All these PSs (CE (1), RG7 (2),
CEMED (3), m-CEMED (4), MACE (5), Arg-CE (6), Tyr-CE (7), HPIX (8),
DPIX-DSME (9)) bear two or more ionizable moieties (i.e. carboxylic or
sulfonic groups) on the one, hydrophilic side of the structure, while they
are rather non-polar on the other side. As the pH of the vesicle solution is
in the neutral range (pH~7), all acidic groups (both carboxylic and
sulfonic) in these PSs are mostly deprotonated. This anionic side of the
molecule most likely causes electrostatic interactions with the cationic
head of the PL leading to the electrostatically driven adsorption of PSs to
theouter vesicle surface. Thehydrophobic side seems to fold immediately
into the outer membrane layer so that the outer PL head groups
experience the porphyrin ring current causing the choline signal split.
Comparing the experiments carried out at low and high PS
concentration, there is a clear difference in the magnitude of the
induced split of the choline resonance for Type-A PSs (Table 1). At
high concentration, the split values are clearly increased. Essentially, a
higher amount of PS added to the vesicle solution also leads to a
higher amount of PS embedded into the outer surface of the
membrane thereby inducing a larger upﬁeld shift of the outer choline
resonance. However, the amount of PS adsorbed to the membrane
approaches a limit as saturation of the outer layer is achieved. As
shown in Fig. 4, with increasing amount of PS in the vesicle solution
the split value increases and ﬁnally reaches a constant value.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
CE/DOPC molar ratio
0.025 0.1 0.2 0.3
TSPhP/DOPC molar ratio
signal and its corresponding linewidth at different concentrations of TSPhP (Type-B PS).
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amount of PS added to the solution, but not exclusively. The data in
Table 1 show that comparing same concentrations of PS, very different
split values are observed for Type-A compounds, which must be
attributed to the different structural properties. At both molar ratios
(0.025 and 0.1), CE (1) and MACE (5) show the highest split values
(49 and 62 Hz at 0.025 and 135 and 141 Hz at 0.1, respectively) while
DPIX-DSME (9) and HPIX (8) show the lowest values (18 and 22 Hz at
0.025 and 26 and 55 Hz at 0.1, respectively).
The high values found for CE (1) and in particular forMACE (5) and
hence their high membrane surface afﬁnity are probably due to their
strong amphiphilic character. The two compounds possess on one
hand three and four (at pH 7 ionized) carboxylic moieties and on the
other hand a distinct lipophilic molecular moiety. Electrostatic
interactions among the corresponding polar domains and interactions
among the corresponding lipophilic domains are most probably the
main cause for the initial tight binding of PS in the outer surface of the
PL-layer [31]. The low split values for HPIX (8) and especially for DPIX
DSME (9) and hence their lower membrane surface afﬁnity, may be
attributed to their attenuated amphiphilic character. With only two
ionized groups (―COO− and ―SO3− respectively), the hydrophilic
character of the polar molecular moiety is less pronounced compared
to CE (1) and MACE (5). On the other hand, the lipophilic character of
the opposite site is weakened due to the presence of two slightly polar
substituents (hydroxyl and ester groups, respectively). The very low
split values measured for DPIX DSME (9) at both molar ratios could be
due to the presence of the sulfonic acid instead of carboxylic acid side
chains in this structure. Apparently, sulfonic acid groups show less
interactionwith the polar choline head of the PL, even if they aremore
acidic than carboxylic acid groups.
The residual Type-A PSs such as m-CEMED (4) or RG7 (2) show
intermediate choline split values compared to CE (1) or MACE (5) and
are assumed to be slightly less amphiphilic.
m-CEMED (4) is also highly lipophilic on one molecular side, but
less hydrophilic due to only two (instead of three) ionizable groups in
the other side. RG7 (2) on the other hand is highly hydrophilic on one
molecular side, but less lipophilic due to a polar substituent in the
other side.
3.2.3. Interactions of the membrane surface with Type-B PSs (Model B)
Compounds (10)–(15) were classiﬁed as Type-B PSs because in
their presence no initially split choline signal was observed. The lack
of initial split, shift or apparent signal broadening (with respect to the
PS-free vesicles) of the choline signal (Fig. 2C) indicates low initial
membrane afﬁnity of Type-B PSs for the outer membrane surface and
must be attributed to their symmetric and weak amphiphilic
character as outlined in chapter 3.1.2. Thus, no PS seems to be present
in the outer layer, or at least only at a very low amount, not enough to
induce any spectral changes with the two surfaces remaining
equivalent. However, the choline resonance can also appear as a
singlet when the amount of PSs is nearly the same in both surfaces.
This can be achieved with equal PS distribution in the two layers,
either after equilibration of PS diffusion into the intact vesicles, or
when preparing vesicles in the presence of porphyrins (PS-preloaded
vesicles). In these cases the choline signal is slightly upﬁeld shifted
and broader as compared to the free vesicles due to the presence of PS
now in both layers (Fig. 2D).
The “Type-B PSs” show no such shift and therefore no detectable
immediate interactions with the model membrane (Table 1). An-
choring of the symmetric Type-B PSs in the outer membrane surface
most likely is hindered for two reasons: 1. With ionic PSs such as CPIII
(10), DPIXDS (11), TCPhP (12), TSPhP (13) and TMPyP (14),
electrostatically driven adsorption may occur, but subsequent
embedding for these PSs is hindered due to the lack of a cohesive
lipophilic moiety. 2. With non-ionic PSs such as THPhP (15) on the
other hand, embedding into the non-polar part of the outer layermight occur, but the ﬁrst, electrostatically governed adsorption step is
hindered. Hence, Type-B PSs all show low membrane surface afﬁnity
irrespective whether they are ionic or not.
The absence of the initial membrane surface afﬁnity seems to be
strictly related to the chemical structure of the PS and seems to be
rather independent of the PS concentration. As shown in Fig. 4, for
Type-B PSs, even at high PS/DOPC molar ratio (up to 0.3), no split of
the choline resonance is observed. The linewidth of the choline peak
remains constant for all PS concentrations applied (11–12 Hz, as in
free vesicles). This is a clear indication that even at high PS
concentration, there is not any fast measurable interaction with the
DOPC vesicles. Self-associationmay rather be the preferred competing
process for Type-B PSs, either taking place in the aqueous bulk or on
the vesicle surface.
In conclusion, the data suggest that distinct molecular asymmetry
with a hydrophilic and a lipophilic moiety, i.e. pronounced amphi-
philicity is the basic prerequisite causing high afﬁnity of a PS for the
surface of the model membrane. Thus, both, hydrophilic and
hydrophobic interactions can take place simultaneously favoring
porphyrin anchorage at the membrane surface.
These conditions are not fulﬁlled by the symmetric porphyrins,
which therefore don't show any initial afﬁnity with the outer
membrane layer.
3.3. Second phase (II)
3.3.1. Experimental results
Up to now we have only examined the initial interaction of the PS
with the vesicle surface observed directly after mixing. During this
“First phase” (Fig. 3, left: (I)), only the choline resonance undergoes
changes if any. The other DOPC-vesicle peaks of interest, i.e. -(CH2)n-
and ω-CH3, do not show any alterations. This seems reasonable
considering the thickness of the DOPC bilayer which is reported to be
3.8 nm [32] or about 5 nm including hydration water and distribution
probabilities [33] and the average diameter of the porphyrin being
about 13 Å [34]. Taking the distribution proﬁle of the DOPC molecular
groups along the bilayer normal into account [33], the porphyrin
initially most likely resides in the interfacial membrane part which is
characterized by a steep polarity gradient consisting of hydration
water, the PL head-group region and the front part of the lipid chain.
Subsequently, a dynamic process, slow on the NMR time scale,
takes place during the Second Phase (Fig. 3, left: (II)), which must be
attributed to a slow PS uptake or distribution within the membrane.
This is indicated by the time-dependent changes of the 1H-NMR
resonances of the inner vesicle protons, i.e. the―(CH2)n― andω-CH3
protons, but also of the choline protons of the inner vesicle surface.
Tomonitor the kinetic process of each PS-vesicle system, a series of
1H spectra was recorded repeatedly until equilibrium was reached
(typically≥300 h), indicated by constant chemical shifts. According to
the different membrane-uptake behaviors observed, a further
classiﬁcation into two subgroups, A1, A2, B1, and B2, is proposed
and will be discussed below. For characterizing the second phase, we
focused on the following experimental parameters: 1) The qualitative
time evolution of the inner and outer choline resonances (Fig. 5)
reﬂecting processes close to the two membrane surfaces. 2) The
normalized equilibrium values δe/δ0 of the―(CH2)n―,ω-CH3 and the
inner choline signals providing a measure for the total PS uptake and
the PS distributionwithin themembrane reached at equilibrium (Figs.
6–8).
In Fig. 5, the temporal chemical shift evolution for the inner and
outer choline resonances is displayed. The representative spectra
(choline region) and the corresponding schematic plots show 4
different trends found for the two main types of porphyrins assigned
as Model-A1, -A2, -B1 and -B2 respectively. Whereas the resonance of
the inner choline undergoes a more or less pronounced upﬁeld shift
throughout, indicating an increasing amount of porphyrins in or close
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Fig. 5. Top: time-dependent inner (dashed black line) and outer (solid grey line) choline signal shift trends and their assigned classiﬁcation into Model-A1, -A2, -B1, and -B2. Slopes
are indicative. Bottom: 1H-NMR spectra of DOPC -N+(CH3)3 signals at various time points representative for the 4models, after the addition of RG7, HPIX, THPhP and TMPyP to DOPC
vesicles (molar ratio of PS/DOPC=0.1).
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different trends are visible for the resonance of the outer choline. For
Model-A with initially split choline resonances, two trends are0 100 200 300
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Table 2
Classiﬁcation of PS according to the behavior of inner and outer choline resonances,
following the schemes in Fig. 5.
PS Type PS Type
CE (1) A-1 DPIX-DSME (9) A-2
RG7 (2) A-1 CPIII (10) B-2
CEMED (3) A-1 DPIX-DS (11) B-2
m-CEMED (4) A-1 TCPhP (12) B-2
MACE (5) A-1 TSPhP (13) B-2
Arg-CE (6) A-1 TMPyP (14) B-2
Tyr-CE (7) A-1 THPhP (15) B-1
HPIX (8) A-2
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signal, undergoes either the same (Model-B2) or a more pronounced
(Model-B1) upﬁeld shift evolution compared to the inner choline
resonance, indicating a PS accumulation at the outer surface in both
cases. Table 2 summarizes the classiﬁcation of the investigated PSs
with respect to these different time evolutions of the two choline
resonances (for corresponding spectra of all remaining PSs, see
supplemental Figure S7).
Within the applied concentration range, the classiﬁcation is
independent of the PS-concentration, i.e. the same trend was
observed for low or high PS amounts.
In Fig. 6, plots of normalized chemical shifts δ/δ0 of the three inner
DOPC signals (inner choline ―N+(CH3)3, ―(CH2)n― and ω-CH3)
versus time for four selected PS/DOPC systems, i.e. representatives of
the four Models-A1, -A2, -B1, and -B2 are shown (for corresponding
plots of all remaining PSs, see supplemental Figures 1S–6S). The δ/δ0-
values are probably best suited for giving an idea of PS diffusion and
uptake.
Comparing the different temporal evolutions the following
observations can be made: (i) during the observed time the
normalized chemical shifts δ/δ0 of all three resonances decrease
indicating PS uptake into the membrane for all four models. (ii) The
decrease typically follows a mono- or bi- exponential decay and
reaches an equilibrium value after about ~300 h. (iii) δ/δ0 equilibrium
values of the three inner DOPC signals are different, indicating
different amounts of PS uptake into and different PS distribution
within the membrane.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the corresponding δe/δ0 equilibrium values for
Type-A and Type-B PSs. The ﬁnal equilibrium values of δe/δ0 for all PSs
are very different: They are generally lower at high (0.1) than at lowArg
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Fig. 7. Normalized chemical shift δe/δ0 of DOPC inner choline―N+(CH3)3 (black bar),―(CH2
Type-A PSs at low and high PS/DOPC molar ratio (0.025 and 0.1).(0.025) PS/DOPC molar ratio and depend on the type and structure of
the investigated PS. In particular at higher PS concentration, the
normalized equilibrium values δe/δ0 of all DOPC signals (―(CH2)n―,
ω-CH3 and―N+(CH3)3i) are signiﬁcantly lower in Model-A1 and -B1
(Fig. 7), as compared to Model-A2 and -B2 (Fig. 8), clearly indicating
higher PS uptake into the lipophilic membrane bilayer.
Moreover δe/δ0 values of the -(CH2)n- and ω-CH3 resonances are
lower in general for all four Models as compared to the inner choline
-N+(CH3)3 resonance which suggests higher PS concentration in the
lipophilic membrane part as compared to the inner membrane
surface. For some PSs (mainly Type-A1) the observed chemical shift
changes were larger for the terminal ω-CH3 than for the -(CH2)n-
resonances. This suggests preferential location in the membrane
centre. However, changes of the -(CH2)n- signal shift are more
complex to explain because the signal encompasses both, lipid chain
regions close to the head-group (C4-C7) and regions close to the
membrane core (C12-C17).
The different behavior of the four porphyrin models can be
interpreted on the basis of their different structural properties as
outlined subsequently.
3.3.2. Model-A1 and -A2
The initial split of the choline signals observed in Model-A1 and
-A2 indicates measureable initial anchoring in the outer surface for
all Type-A PSs, which is attributed to their amphiphilic character (see
Section 3.2.2). Accordingly, the initial split values (Fig. 5, Table 1) are
on average larger for Type-A1 PSs with distinct amphiphilicity, than
for Type-A2 PSs with less pronounced amphiphilicity. Even though
this difference was not used to deﬁne the subclasses, it supports the
classiﬁcation into A1 and A2 derived from the temporal chemical
shift changes. The downﬁeld shift evolution of the outer choline
signal observed in Model-A1 (Fig. 5) is attributed to PS depletion in
the outer layer and may occur for several reasons: (i) PS diffusion
from the outer to the inner layer is more prominent than the PS
uptake process from the external phase into the outer layer and
hence, penetration towards the inner layer is not sufﬁciently
compensated, (ii) PS depletion in the external bulk is caused by
slow PS self-aggregation reducing the availability of PS for further
membrane uptake, (iii) the outer membrane surface is increasingly
covered by PS aggregates blocking further penetration of PS
monomers or (iv) the maximal PS uptake capacity is reached and
the vesicles are PS saturated. Which of the above reasons applies is
not yet clear and is subject to further investigations.CE
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choline resonances (Fig. 5) indicate an increase of PS in both layers.
However and in contrast to Model-A1 the uptake of PS from the
external medium by the outer layer seems to be larger than the
diffusion from the outer to the inner layer. This is corroborated by the
higher equilibriumvalues δe/δ0 of the inner PL signals suggesting lower
PS uptake by the inner membrane for Type-A2 porpyhrins (Fig. 6).
Different PS uptake by the inner membrane layers may again be
attributed to the porphyrins amphiphilicity.
As mentioned above, all Type-A PSs are amphiphilic, with different
degrees of amphiphilicity for Type-A1 and Type-A2 respectively.
Model-A1 PSs (compounds (1) through (7)) with two moieties of
distinct hydrophilic and lipophilic character each are certainly more
amphiphilic as compared to Type-A2 PSs (compounds (8) and (9))
with a less distinct lipophilic moiety. This is best demonstrated with
the Type-A1 and -A2 representatives CE (1) and DPIX-DSME (9)
respectively. CE (1) comprises a highly polar moiety with three
carboxylic groups on one side and a highly unpolar moiety with no
polar substituents on the other side. In contrast, for DPIX-DSME (9)
the hydrophilic and lipophilic character in the two moieties are both
attenuated due to the presence of two ester groups (instead of three
carboxyl groups) and two sulfonic acid residues (instead of no polar
substituents) respectively.
It is therefore reasonable to assume that higher PS uptake by the
lipophilic membrane layers may be achieved for Type-A1 porphyrins
with distinct lipophilic moieties as compared to the more polar Type-
A2 porpyhrins with their higher afﬁnity for the cationic choline
groups in the outer surface.
These results are in agreement with other studies, where it has
been demonstrated that amphiphilic properties of the PS played a
crucial role in the interactions between PSs and membranes. [13,14]
In particular it is important to note that not strictly amphiphilic PSs
(as Type-A2) show a lower membrane uptake compared to the pure
amphiphilic PSs (Type-A1). Similar conclusions, drawn from ﬂuores-
cence studies, have been reported in the literature [15].
Additional structural properties such as different acidities of the
lateral substituents and the pH dependent extent of deprotonation
will certainly also play a role in the uptake process and may be
responsible for minor differences among the representatives of a
given PS Type. As an example, for MACE (5), a Type-A1 representative,
δe/δ0 values (Fig. 7) and the initial split of the choline signals were
found to be greater than for the other Type-A1 PSs. This indicates
enhanced surface anchoring and attenuated penetration and can be
explained by the presence of four (instead of three for the other Type-
A1 PSs) carboxylic groups. In combination with the distinctamphiphilicity of MACE, they are responsible for a strong electrostatic
interaction with the outer membrane head groups and a high
anchoring afﬁnity as reﬂected by a high initial choline split value.
However, this strong electrostatic interaction also attenuates the
release of MACE into the bilayer as has been previously shown for this
compound [23]. The increased polarity of its hydrophilic moiety
decreases its afﬁnity for the lipophilic membrane interior and
consequently its membrane-diffusion and uptake.
To summarize, some of the Type-A1 PSs seem to have a major
propensity to penetrate into the membrane layer (like compounds
(1)-(4) and (6)-(7)). However, for both Type-A porphyrins penetra-
tion and trans-membrane distribution can be hindered if (i) the PS is
retained in the outer layer due to strong electrostatic binding and
decreased afﬁnity for the lipophilic membrane core (like MACE (5)
and DPIX-DSME (9)), or (ii) the initial surface afﬁnity is low and only a
little amount of PS resides in the outer layer at the beginning so that
no signiﬁcant concentration gradient is built up across the membrane
(like HPIX (8) and DPIX-DSME (9)).
3.3.3. Model-B1 and -B2
For Type-B PSs no initial split of the choline signal is observed,
indicating low or even no initial surface afﬁnity. This is attributed to
themissing or very weak amphiphilic properties of Type-B porphyrins
(see section 3.2.3). Two different time evolutions were found for the
choline signals (Fig. 5) with increasing splitting after initial signal
broadening (Model-B1) and with no splitting (Model-B2) respective-
ly. The slight upﬁeld shifts observed for the inner and outer choline
signals indicate PS residing near both the outer and inner surface and
hence porphyrin uptake for both Type-B models. However, the
amount near the outer and inner surface is different for Type-B1 PSs
and seems equal for Type-B2 PSs respectively. Hence uptake of further
PSs is clearly faster than diffusion across the bilayer for Type-B1 as
opposed to Type-B2 PSs. This may be explained by the higher polarity
of Type-B2 PSs with four highly polar and ionized carboxylic and
sulfonic acid residues compared to Type-B1 PSs with less polar, non-
ionizable groups. High polarity means higher afﬁnity to the polar
outer surface and low afﬁnity to the lipophilic bilayer with low
diffusion rates. Higher afﬁnity for the hydrophobic membrane interior
for the less polar Type-B1 porphyrin can be deduced from the δe/δ0
equilibrium chemical shift values of the lipid chain resonances (Figs. 6
and 8).
These Type-B1 values are very similar to the corresponding values
obtained for Type-A1 porphyrins despite their different structural
properties. This similar behavior most probably results from the
interdependence of the two main steps of membrane porphyrin
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dependent on the progress of the ﬁrst step (anchoring in the outer
surface) and therefore depends on both, the amphiphilicity and the
lipophilicity of the porphyrin. Despite the low initial enrichment of
Type-B1 PSs in the outer membrane surface, their diffusion into the
membrane bilayer is large because of their high lipophilic afﬁnity
and hence diffusion is afﬁnity driven. The less lipophilic Type-A1 PSs
on the other hand with less membrane core afﬁnity show similar
membrane penetration because of their high initial enrichment in
the outer membrane surface and hence diffusion is concentration
driven. Even though, among the different PSs investigated in the
current work, there is only one Type B1 representative, i.e.
compound (15), its membrane interaction can be clearly distin-
guished from the other compounds as shown in Figs. 5 and 8 and
therefore may justify forming a separate class. In particular,
compound (15) is the only one with overall non-ionic/ionizable
but intermediately polar substituents. Further investigations will
need to be performed to prove the hypothesis that similar PS
structures will likewise exhibit Type B1 behavior with respect to
their membrane interaction.
The very low uptake of the Type-B2 PSs is demonstrated by the
general high values of δe/δ0 equilibrium chemical shift. These values
are on average higher than for all the other PSs, demonstrating that
Type-B2 PSs are the compounds that have less interaction with the
membrane. These ﬁndings are in agreement with results published by
others groups, where ionic and amphiphilic PSs were evaluated in
terms of membrane afﬁnity [35] and in terms of activity in
photochemical gene transfection [13]. Both studies concluded that
symmetric and ionic PSs have the lowest membrane afﬁnity.
4. Conclusions
In the present study 1H-NMR spectroscopy was used to investigate
the interaction of a series of porphyrinic photosensitizers (PSs) with
model membranes. NMR spectroscopy has proved to be a most
potential tool for getting a close insight into the interaction. Taking
advantage of several site speciﬁc membrane parameters such as
chemical shifts, e.g. the choline 1H signals of the inner and outer
membrane surface, signal intensities and the time evolution of these
signals, details of the PS-membrane interaction could be unraveled.
The structural variety of the 15 investigated PSs allowed a relationship
between the PS chemical structure and the type of interaction to be
recognized. Four different types of interaction have been found,
assigned as Model-A1, -A2, -B1 and -B2 respectively.
According to our experimental results the porphyrin-membrane
interaction consists of two main steps: 1. The electrostatically driven
ﬁrst porphyrin adsorption to the amphiphilic outer membrane surface
layer, fast on the NMR time scale 2. The slow penetration of the
porphyrin into the non-polar membrane interior followed by
diffusion and distribution within the lipophilic bilayer which can be
monitored by NMR. The rate and extent of these two steps are mainly
affected by two different porphyrin structural properties, amphiphi-
licity and overall polarity.
High and fast uptake into the outer surface, the ﬁrst step of
porphyrin-membrane interaction, could be observed for non-sym-
metrical, highly amphiphilic Type-A1 porphyrins, whereas medium
surface afﬁnity was observed for the less amphiphilic Type-A2
porphyrins. Low or even undetectable small initial uptake into the
outer surface on the other hand occurs with the symmetrical non-
polar (Type-B1) and polar (Type-B2) porphyrins.
In contrast and most interestingly, fast trans-membrane diffusion
and high porphyrin uptake into the lipophilic membrane core, the
second step of porphyrin-membrane interaction, is observed for Type-
A1 and Type-B1 porphyrins, whereas Type-A2 and Type-B2 porphyr-
ins show correspondingly slow diffusion and low uptake by the
membrane interior.Therefore, the ﬁrst step of interaction seems to be inﬂuenced
exclusively by the amphiphilicity of the porphyrin. The second step
however seems to be governed by both, amphiphilicity and overall
lipophilicity, two diverging structural properties. Thus, the progress of
step two depends on the extent of step one as outlined below.
High penetration into the lipophilic membrane core is certainly
facilitated by low porphyrin polarity (Type-B1). Since there is only
low initial enrichment of this type of porphyrins in the amphiphilic
outer membrane surface, the uptake into the membrane interior is
obviously afﬁnity driven in this case and remarkable loadings of the
membrane interior are achieved despite low initial afﬁnity.
However, high penetration into the lipophilic membrane interior
occurs also with highly amphiphilic porphyrins (Type-A1). With high
initial enrichment of this type of porphyrins in the amphiphilic outer
membrane surface, the uptake into the membrane core is obviously
concentration driven in this case and remarkable loadings of the
membrane interior are achieved despite the enhanced polarity of this
type of porphyrin.
On theother hand for symmetrical, non-amphiphilic andhighly polar
(Type-B2) porphyrins and non-symmetrical, amphiphilic, but highly
polar (Type-A2) porphyrins membrane interior loadings are quite poor.
Nevertheless and when comparing the two structural properties,
more important for PS uptake into the membrane bilayer is most
probably the degree of lipophilicity instead of amphiphilicity.
Obviously symmetric, highly lipophilic, but weakly amphiphilic PSs
may overcome the outer surface barrier and accumulate in the
membrane core. The size of the non-polar moiety of highly
amphiphilic PSs is assumed to be large and lipophilic enough to
reach sufﬁcient afﬁnity and hence similar high membrane loadings.
In summary, the NMR approach is a valuable method for studying
the interactions between PSs and model membranes on a sub-
molecular level. Relationships between porphyrin and membrane
structural properties allow principles governing corresponding inter-
actions to be deduced and recognized. These perceptions are useful for
better predicting the subcellular distribution of a given porphyrin in a
membrane and hence might contribute to improved drug design in
the ﬁeld of PDT.
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